Shield of
Faith
“Take Up the Shield of Faith” – Paul

Wednesday May 29, 2019

“I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear much fruit; apart
from me you can do nothing. — John 15:5

Do Nothing(s)

Crazy. That’s what I used to think. It has something to do with how I was raised. My parents are normal American middle class folk. They comfortably fit within the “silent majority.” I think my dad started out Democrat, but
left them decades ago. He supports Trump. I’m not sure about my mom. She doesn’t talk about politics. People
who hold signs in public expressing their political opinion, and men who hold forth with big bibles preaching
on street corners … crazy. Probably the bigger influence on my thinking about such things was the media and the
education I received. While this sort of thing was tolerated, it was never really explained. It certainly wasn’t
praised. Opinions must fit what the authorities permit. And permits, licenses and permissions determine what is
allowed. Even though the truth that I represented as leader of the Christian Civic League of Maine was
somewhat unpopular, I used to believe that it could be made popular through lobbying … by conducting myself according to the permits, licenses and permissions granted to us by the legislature and government.
Well, that hasn’t worked. America is abandoning everything I hold dear while tens of millions of dollars are donated and wasted by groups like the League and the Family Research Council. And they waste all this capacity in
the name of Jesus. I told some family members last night that the issues that we sit around talking about all the
time could be resolved overnight by the pastors and priests. One family member whispered that it’s more complicated than that. No … it isn’t. The Priests, of course, must stop diddling the altar men (almost all the priest “abuse”
cases are with post-pubescent teens, not children) and the evanjellyfish “pastors” must stop looking at porn on their
masturbation machines — otherwise known as “smart” phones. If we could all stop thinking exclusively about our
groins we’d then be able to see that solving this crisis isn’t all that complicated. That’s the last thing the diabolical
forces controlling us want. They want us to be sexually promiscuous because that makes us easier to control
politically. Satan hates the good, the true and the beautiful. He loves chaos and death. That’s why the approval of sodomy and baby murder (abortion) is so almighty important to Jezebels like Hellary Clinton and Janet
Kills. They love death. They hate life, especially human life. So, I’m in Maine for a week. I’ve sent thousands of
emails in the past three weeks. I’ve put a sharper point to my rhetoric than ever. Crickets. Many pastors know that
I’m doing. They know me. They used to offer grudging support because of my position at the League. That
stopped a couple decades ago. They wanted me to become “gay.” My refusal became my cross to bear. So be it.
Their compromise with the world is on them.
The Impeach Jezebel Janet Kills Crusade is launching Thursday. You Coming? If Not Now — When?
Call me. I can’t make it any easier than that. My mobile phone even. 1-207-956-0819.
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